Take a look at
life from our side...

ARCHITECTURAL
ALUMINUM & PVC
SYSTEMS

As Kolas Aluminum A.S., our main aim is to combine our knowledge and experience
with latest technology and provide you with the most professional service.

kolasaluminyum.com

Authorized Manufacturing Agent

We carefully asses your
needs and always prioritize
customer satisfaction.

With latest technology products and
services, we provide maximum saving and
minimum energy loss.

Kolaş provides good quality product,
staff of experts on the field, long lifetime,
minimum deformation and quality lifespace.
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KOLAŞ Alüminyum A.Ş.
About Us

As Kolas Aluminum A.Ş. we started our brand journey in 2012,
in Ankara, Turkey. With our machine park having latest technology and
experienced staff, we have expanded to all 81 cities of Turkey in a very short time.
Today we provide our customers, in Turkey and all across the globe, their dream
design with high speed and quality. Our authorized technical staff, latest technology
machinery and equipment; we successfully realize all applications required in the
aluminum and PVC sector for architects and consumers.
We aim for being the leader of the sector on global scale by creating a better world
with our high technology solutions, passion for innovation and sustainable products.
Our greatest mission is to direct the trends of the sector globally, by manufacturing
without harming the nature, contributing to environmental sustainability, staying loyal
to social values, together with principles of uniqueness and creativity. Without
compromising our quality, we work in line with respectful and continuous
business ethics and understanding.
Quality is never a coincidence...
At Kolas Aluminum we work in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 Quality management
system. We digitally save and store intra-corporate communication and data.
By working this way, we establish a business understanding with a sense of
responsibility and also avoid paper waste.
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Factory
Production Facility

Production Facility
Our factory is located at one of the most prestigious
industrial zones in Ankara, inside Ovacik Aluminium
Industry Zone Campus. Our factory is always one step
ahead of any of its competitors for providing high
quality to its clients and for utilizing high technology
equipment.
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Production
Facility

Meticulous and Professional Business Mentality
Our understanding of quality is fully established on a zero possible mistake strategy.
Producing high quality products is our most basic and priaritized goal. To achieve this
goal, our entire production process is meticulously controlled from the start to the
very end by our field expert professionals.
Our production process starts with procurement of basic raw materials, final production
phase, and lasts with delivery to the customer and rigorous workmanship.
This scheme, allows us to achieve total quality and logistics flow within
the entire production process.
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Headquarters
Headquarters
Our headquarter office is in service at Aykon Plaza in two floors,
at Balgat, which is the most prestigious district in Ankara having
high amount of business centers and approximity to governmental
offices. Our headquarters host procurement department, accounting
and finance departments, technical team department, and international
business department, sales department, advertising and marketing
department, along with executive management department.
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Headquarters

Teamwork and Partnering in Common Success
Our headquarters always work in total coordination with our production
facility, and complete various successful projects with a teamwork based
on solid principles.
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KOLAŞ Alüminyum
Architectural Systems

Architectural
Aluminum
Systems

Architectural
PVC
Systems

Aluminum Curtain Wall Systems
Structural Silicone Curtain-Wall
Seramic Curtain Wall
Semi-Silicone Curtain Wall
Capped Curtain Wall
Spider Curtain Wall
Cotta Panel Curtain Wall
Compact Laminate Curtain Wall

PVC Window and PVC Door Systems
Nirvana
Carisma
Albatros

Aluminum Joinery With / Without Heat Insulation
Aluminum Joinery
Sliding Window
Double Tilt and Turn Window
Transom Window
Pivot Window
Hebe-Schibe Sliding Door
Office Division Systems

Inoutic Imported PVC Window and PVC Door Systems
Eforte
Arcade

Apartment Entrance Doors
Aluminum Entrance Doors
Automatic Sliding Door Photocell
Automatic Revolving Doors
Genral Systems
Skylight Systems
Glass Marquee
Glass Balcony
Aluminum Composite Panel Curtain Wall Coating
Fixed and Movable Aluminum Solar Shading
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PVC Shutter Systems
New Infinity HBSB
Pimablock Shutter

Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
KOLAŞ Alüminyum
Aluminum Curtain Wall Systems
Provides prestige to your building with aluminum siding architectual
solutions. Looks like glass on the outside. We are manufacturing it in
different sizes and fillings in line with your architectual and static needs.
Secret wing mechanisms can be inserted in these modules with wing
profiling application.

Structural Silicone Curtain-Wall
Silicone siding systems provide a rafined and elegant look for your
buildings. In silicone siding system, double gazing is pasted to the exterior
in a distinctive way. Silicone siding system is completely leak-proof with its
exquisite roving safety. Its installation is easy, fast and cleaning it is
highly effortless.

Seramic Curtain Wall
Seramic siding systems are applied to the deaf facades of the building. These
are installed to the system either with aluminum structured clips, with channels
or with sealing. Particularly because these systems are stain-free, are not affected
by changes in atmosphere, and are very heat resistant, they are highly preferred.

Semi-Silicone Curtain Wall
It can be applied easily in various architectural applications due to it profile
specialities. This quality makes it a choice of most decision-makers. Semi-Silicone
Curtain Wall is chosen both for its visual quality and its ease of use.

Capped Curtain Wall
Capped Curtain Wall systems are also known as classic curtain wall. It is widely
chosen in architectural solutions for its aesthetic and economic qualities. It is
produced with aluminum, iron and glass materials. This installation can be made
in uniaxial, biaxial, or transom window applications.
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Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
KOLAŞ Alüminyum
Aluminum Curtain Wall Systems

Spider Curtain Wall
Spider curtain wall systems are a transparent application which create a difference
by aesthetically presenting a classy and clear-cut look in architectures. This system
is composed of installation of defined steel connections to the glasses manufactured
with holes on demanded parts, in line with the project. Spider holders are
manufactured having a stainless quality.

Cotta Panel Curtain Wall
Cotta Panel Curtain Wall Systems, designed as an alternative to Terracotta Systems,
are highly preferred for its relatively lighter weight, and for providing the same visual
quality with Terracotta Systems. These siding systems provide arcithectures
advantages such as unfading colors, quality that is resistant to freeze and dissolution
effects, being lighter weight than natural stones, providing for quick and practical
application possibility, or not having any further care related costs.

Compact Laminate Curtain Wall
Compact Laminate Curtain Wall, is a siding system that is structured with installation
of compact laminate plaques to the exterior of the building by providing it an aesthetic
look, which are made of aluminum profiles. The most important advantage of
compact laminate curtain walls, which have numerous advantages compared to
other siding and curtain wall systems, is that it allows for the building breathing.
For this quality, air-conditioned lower construction must be used.
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Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
Aluminum Joinery With /
Without Heat Insulation
Heat insulated aluminum joinery is often preferred in conditions where the main
aim is to benefit from heat insulation most from the exterior side of the building.
Even though its light weight can be considered as an advantage, the fact that it is
the most durable material for life makes it indispensable.
Aluminum joinery without heat insulation answer to variety of purposes. Profile
quality is that it has no insulation bridge. Joinery plane area has various sizes.
Surface sizes have variety series as narrow, medium and wide classifications.

Aluminum Joinery
Aluminum joinery systems constitute a wide are of use in main buildings which
carry the siding system and in window and door systems. It is of great importance
to fully practice main factors such as choosing the product in the right and suitable
way, choosing the product which has good quality, and application. When all of
these combinations come together, a completed work offers an aesthetic visuality,
long lifetime, and accordingly provides maximum benefit to the user of the service.

Sliding Window
Sliding window systems are manufactured with an exquisite technology, for narrow
spaces where it is highly difficult or impossible to open door and windows. Sliding
window systems are usually preferred for its heat and sound insulation qualities,
decorative looks, practical use, and wide openning quality.

Double Tilt and Turn Window
Double tilt and turn window is a system where the first wing of the window can
be completely opened and second fanlight/transom window remains in openable
condition, meaning in airconditioning mode. Double tilt and turn windows have
two different functions. They have both fanlight openning and completely openning
qualifications. This qualification of double tilt and turn windows makes them much
more functional and practical, compared to others.

Transom Window
Transom window systems are the horizontally working type of the single opennings.
The transom window systems used in the windows of bathrooms and toilets are
often chosen by decision makers today. They open as wide as the clippers that are
tied on sides allow them to open. These clippers can have the qualification of
gradual opening. There are types of applications that are available on demand,
like levered, swinging, reverse transom, or high transom.
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Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
Architectural
Aluminum Systems
Pivot Window
Pivot window systems are manufactured with latest technology. These systems
are applied in the kitchen, hall, coridor and roof floors of residentials. These systems
are also preferred for peculiar solutions in the buildings as well. Pivot windows are
among the most preferred systems for their features of airconditioning, practicality
and unique looks. Having square, rectangle and circular forms, pivot windows are
going to provide you great comfort, spaciousness, and vastness in your interiors.

Hebe-Schibe Sliding Door
It contributes in establishing a spacious, barrier-free lifespace in your garden, balcony
and terrace passages where you require wide open areas. Our technology allows for
easy movement of wide door parts. It does not differ if you have your Hebeschiebe
sliding door open or closed. In either case, light flows into the room, and due to its
almost barrier-free floor connection, it removes the distinctiveness between
indoors and outdoors.

Office Division Systems
Special solutions can be manufactured in line with structural scales determined
by the architecture, and requirements of the working environment. It allows for
use of spaces with maximum benefit and at the same time creates modern
working spaces suitable for current conditions.

Automatic Sliding Door Photocell
Automatic sliding doors are door entrance systems that are manufactured for
use in outdoors and indoors, that have various application types and detail richness,
and which provide for multi-dimensional specific solutions.

Automatic Revolving Doors
Automatic revolving doors are highly functional sytems. These systems that are
desinged in variety of forms in accordance with all possible different aesthetic
understandings, are also suitable for more beautiful architectural structures.
Systems that are used in automatic revolving doors provide for energy efficiency,
security and ease of use simultaneously.
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Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
Apartment Entrance Doors
Building entrance doors are systems that prevail with modern and stylish designs
that are necessary for all buildings. Building entrance doors are practically
manufactured and good quality products that can be produced with aluminum
as well. They can have more chic appearances with glass divisions.

General
Systems
Skylight Systems
Skylights that are built in opening spaces in buildings in order to obtain light from
the roof or provide air-conditioning, are constructed with aluminum profiles situated
on steel carriers and transparent or opaque glasses. Aluminum profiles use special
skylight profiles having condenser channels. Used steel and aluminum profiles are
determined with the result of static calculation made in accordance with wind and
snow loads. Openning wings can be included on the skylight systems on demand.
It is important to use heat and light controlled glasses in skylight glasses in order to
minimize energy consumption.

Glass Marquee
Glass marquee is a system used in order to visually highlight the building entrances.
Glass marquee can be preferred for decoration purposes at the same time, protects
the building from rough outdoor weather conditions and are highly durable.

Glass Balcony
Glass balconies composed of aluminum systems are both aesthetic and healthy
architectual solutions. They are diversifiable in accordance with balcony sizes.
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Architectural
Aluminum
Systems
General
Systems
Aluminum Composite Panel Curtain Wall Coating
These are composite boards, which are composed of composite panels covered with
aluminum boards on two sides and having polyethylene material in the middle.
This application offers architects creative and minimal solutions. It is one of the
most preferred and used methods of architectural solutions due to its light weight,
solid, flexible qualities and adaptability to flat surfaces.

Fixed and Movable Aluminum Solar Shading
Aluminum solar shadings increase the level of comfort in the interior by providing
solar light control, while creating modern lines in the facade design. In this system,
which has different size options, the dimensions of almond or box-shaped sunscreen
coverslips are determined completely in relation to your architectural project.
Lamels can be fixed according to the angle of the sun, or it is possible to fully
control the sunlight flow with the motorized system option.
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Architectural
PVC
Systems
Windows & Doors
Systems

Authorized Manufacturing Agent

Nirvana
It adds value to where you live offering a wide field of view in
addition to its great features for sound and heat insulation.
Its three-gasket system including the outer, inner and medium
gaskets contributes to the heat and sound insulation and,
protects the equipment used for the sash opening against
corrosion making them long lasting. It is a series with a specially
designed meeting rail profile providing high resistance against
the wind load at upper floors.

Carisma
Pimapen Carisma with its profiles of 70 mm in width and 5 cubicles
is a series designed to answer to all technical details in windows and
doors. A frame profile with self-casing system provides a visual
integrity in the inner surface and the joints between the wall and
the joinery. There are two types of double sash profiles allowing the
use of many different types of equipment.

New Infinity HBSB
Pimapen New Infinity Lift Sliding System offers the users an ideal
solution combining the easy-to use, comfort, safety and insulation
for wide and high spaces without compromising the insulation and view.
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Architectural
PVC
Systems
PVC Window and PVC Door
Systems

Authorized Manufacturing Agent

Pimablock Shutter
Pimablock Shutter System offers the applications of single sash, two sashes
opening to the right and to the left or four sashes foldable opening,
providing advantages to the users.

Albatros
Pimapen Albatros Sliding Series may be applied to the wide spaces for windows
and doors in the form of combinations of two, three and four units and, there is
no vertical profile when the sashes are opened in the applications with 90º edges
due to its specially designed movable edge joint profiles and, thus it offers more
spacious visibility.

Inoutic Imported PVC Window and PVC Door
Systems
Eforte
Inoutic, a system within the product portfolio of the Deceuninck Group manufactured in
Germany, is designed with the great insulation, color options and static resistance values
for use in a wide area of applications such as old buildings, new buildings and high-rise
office centers up to a wide range of façade applications without compromising the
advantages from PVC.

Arcade
Based on Inoutic, a system within the product portfolio of the Deceuninck Group
manufactured in Germany, the Arcade series of 71 mm in width offers a modern look and,
it has proved itself in the toughest climatic conditions of many different regions throughout
Europe, gaining consumers’ trust.
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
TÜRK TELEKOM TOWER
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
TIARA HOTEL
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
UNION ARENA
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
DÜNYA PLAZA
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
VADI SITE
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
WAVE PRIME
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
INCE TOWN
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
TEKA MALL
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
DEVA RESORT
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
ANKA PLAZA
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COMPLETED
PROJECTS
PANDERA TOWN
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Take a look at
life from our side...

T: +90 (312) 394 03 24
E: info@kolasaluminyum.com
W: kolasaluminyum.com

Office/Ofis:
Ehlibeyt Mahallesi
1242.cad. 18/29 Aykon Plaza
Balgat Çankaya/ANKARA

Factory/Fabrika:
Alüminyumcular
Sanayi Sitesi 2037 Sk. No:42/I
Keçiören/ANKARA

